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Journal Citation Reports
Introduction
Journal Citation Reports (EJCR) aim to review, evaluate and rank accredited journals. The
quantitative method is based on the authors’ use of journals and, more importantly, journals’
use of other journal articles. This website is available in Persian, Arabic, and English at
https://jcr.isc.gov.ir/.
Homepage
As below, the main page of the website welcomes you. There are language options as “FA”,
“AR” and “EN” on the top right side of the page. The list may be refined by JCR year to
generate a range of year-specific citation data. The table illustrates the journal titles, JCR year,
impact factor, immediacy index, total cites, article number, and journal collections.

Figure 1. JCR Homepage

Table Fields
1. Row: it indicates the No. of each data row.
2. Title: when a journal title is clicked, the user is guided to the list of journal data in Farsi.
3. Citation year: this is the JCR year in which a journal report is prepared. When the main page
is open, the latest JCR year is shown by default. Solar Hijri is for Farsi language and
Gregorian year for Arabic and English languages.
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4. Impact Factor: journal impact factor is computed via the following formula. A two-year
period is considered to calculate the impact factor. Each journal IF is accessible by clicking
on the journal icon to show IF calculation in detail (see Fig. 2).

Cites in the JCR year to articles published in two preceding years
Number of articles published in two preceding years

Figure 2. Impact Factor Calculation

5. Immediacy Index: II is calculated for each journal per citation year. II is a link in this table
to click and see the related details (see Fig. 3).

Cites in the JCR year to articles published in JCR year
Number of articles published in JCR year

Figure 3. Immediacy Index Calculation

6. Cumulative Citation: it is the sum of all citations in the year of interest.
7. Articles: all articles in the year of interest.
8. Journal Collection: ISC-covered journals are assigned to three collections based on
scientific rigor and quality.
− Core Journals: ISC Core Collection is a repository of the journals with the highest
caliber in various disciplines and subject areas. The journals undergo rigorous content
analysis by a panel of experts in the relevant disciplines based on a set of stringent
criteria to assure the high quality of the scientific content. Novelty of research topics,
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applicability of research findings in the field, readability and academic quality, sound
methodology, clear and systematic presentation of the findings, logical discussion,
sound reasoning and deductions are some of the metrics considered while evaluating
the titles for coverage in the core collection. The journals covered in the core collection
undergo periodic annual evaluation, and once they fail to meet the inclusion criteria,
they are relegated to either the ISC waiting list or ISC Primary journal list depending
on the degree of backslide.
− Waiting-List Journals: ISC Waiting List hosts a pool of indexed journals with
promising quality and scientific content. The pool is derived from ISC Primary Journal
List following evaluation based on a set of fine-tuned, moderately demanding
benchmarks. Upon fulfilling the evaluation criteria, journals will land in the Waiting
List for a rather short period, no longer than a year, until they are considered for
coverage in the Core Collection. Journals that fall short of the waiting list standards
will be demoted to the ISC Primary Journal List. International focus, publisher
credibility, academic standing of editorial board, publication history, use of advanced
journal submission systems, self-citation rate, and quartile ranks are the major criteria
against which the titles are examined for coverage in ISC Waiting List.
− Primary Journal List: ISC Primary Journal List is a list of journals covered in all
databases of ISC. The journals are divided into four categories according to their
languages: Farsi (Fa), English (En), Arabic (Ar) and French (Fr). Once candidate
journals request indexing in ISC databases, they are examined based on a set of
rudimentary structural metrics. Accordingly, they will be indexed in ISC Primary
Journal List once they meet the inclusion criteria. Besides, the journals undergo
periodic evaluation for likely promotion to the ISC Waiting List or, if fail to meet the
indexing metrics, they are excluded from all databases. The basic metrics used to
evaluate journals for coverage in ISC Primary Journal List include academic credibility,
publisher’s reputation, geographical diversity of authors, geographical diversity of the
editorial board, citation and bibliography specifications, regular publication, adherence
to journal policy and scope, peer-review process, editorial board citation score, and
online access to journal content.
9. Details: this icon provides further information on each journal. Clicking on this icon gives
all details of a journal (see Fig. 4 as an example).
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IF by year

Quartile and AIF in the field by year

Fig. 4: Details Page

This section provides the following specifications:
-

Journal Status: this part gives an overview of the journal quality in the past years.
Journal Status demonstrates Citation Year, Journal Quality in comparison with other
related journals, Self-Citation Percent, Impact Factor, Macro-level Subject Category,
Average IF in Macro-level Subject Category, Mid-level Subject Category, and Average
IF in Mid-level Subject Category.

-

Quality: as shown in the table below, journals are assigned to different quartiles based
on their impact.
Quartile
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
No Quality
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Description
Q1 at Mid-level
Q2 at Mid-level
Q3 at Mid-level
Q4 at Mid-level
Journals with IF=0.00
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Incomplete
journal
archives in ISC databases
or a publication history
gap for JCR year

N/A

•

Impact Factor Trend Line: this diagram illustrates journal impact factor by year.

•

Quartile and Impact Factor in the Field by Year: this diagram shows journal impact
factor and quartiles in different subject categories by year. Each quartile is shown in a
different color, and impact factor by year is displayed when moving the mouse pointer
over the diagram boxes. The journals are assigned to a three-level subject categorization
scheme for JCR 2017 illustrated on the Y-axis of the diagram.

Figure 5. Journal Status

− Cited Journals: As shown in Fig. 6, all journals cited by a given journal are listed
along with the No. of citations in each year. One can see all cited journals of a given
journal in a graph by clicking on the green icon as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Journals cited by the 3l: the southeast Asian journal of English language studies

Fig. 7. The chart of the journals cited by the 3l: the southeast Asian journal of English language studies

Citing Journals: All journals citing a given journal are listed under this section. By clicking
on the yellow icon, one can see all citing journals in a chart.
Cited Half Life: to calculate a journal’s cited half-life, a ten-year period is considered as shown
in the table in Fig. 8. Clicking on the blue icon provides the calculation method (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8. Cited half life
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Fig. 9: Cited Half Life Calculation Method

Citing Half Life: like cited half-life, a ten-year period is taken to calculate citing half-life.
Clicking on the red icon provides the calculation method.
Journal Information: this section provides identification information including journal title;
(E)ISSN; Macro-, Mid-, and Micro-level subject category; country; publisher; address;
website; and email.
Sorting: you can sort all data in the table by clicking all field titles; they include quality, title,
impact factor, immediacy index, cumulative citation and No. of citations in either ascending or
descending orders. By default, all data are sorted in ascending order.
Table Properties: as in Fig. 10, there are starting point and endpoint indices, total No. of
records, and pagination at the bottom of the table to move through the pages.
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Fig. 10. Table counter and pagination

Advanced Search (Introducing Filters)
As shown in Fig. 11, the blue icon does the search in different fields. Searchable fields include
journal title, ISSN, country, macro-level subject, mid-level and micro-level subjects, publisher,
and year. You may enter the search terms into the fields and click “Search” to produce the
desired list. The fields of country, publisher, and subject categories open as drop-down menus
allowing for multiple item search (e.g. selecting a few macro-level subject categories together).
Moreover, a few fields may be searched simultaneously (e.g. searching in the macro-, mid-,
and micro-level subjects plus publisher at the same time). It should be noted, though, that
lower-level subject field menus are reassorted based on the search queries at higher-level
subject categories. For example, when Medicine or Basic Sciences is selected as the macrolevel subject, the list of available mid-level subjects to search in is refined accordingly.
However, when no macro-level subject is selected, the list of mid-level subjects remains
exhaustive and unrefined. In multiple selections, you may click the cross mark (×) next to an
item to remove it from the list. Besides, clicking the cross mark (×) at the rightmost end of each
field will delete all selected items. The field of “Country” includes three groupings including
OIC, D-8, and Middle East, each populated with a list of countries in the respective group. The
field of “Year” may be filtered for different intervals.
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Fig. 11. Advanced Search

Filter Deletion (All Journals Search): You may click the red icon for all journals to remove
all filters, and, therefore, all journals are listed for a given year and language.
Excel File Download: as shown in Fig. 11, you may download a list of the selected journals
in xls format. For example, Fig. 12 is a downloaded list complied for the search query in Fig.
11.
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

search results based on Macro Level Subject:(Arts and Humanities) Mid Level Subject:(Arts)
Title
ISSN
Impact Factor
Year
Total Cites
Immediacy Index
afyon kocatepe university academic music research journal
21494304 N/A
2017
0
N/A
alpha
07164254 0.000
2017
0
0.000
art-sanat
0.000
2017
1
0.000
creative artist: a journal of theatre and media studies
N/A
2017
1
N/A
international research journal of arts and humanities
N/A
2017
2
N/A
journal of fine arts
13022938 N/A
2017
0
N/A
journal of institute of fine arts
13009206 0.000
2017
3
0.000
malaysian journal of music
26009366 N/A
2017
2
N/A
yildiz journal of art and design
21491755 0.000
2017
0
0.000
المجلة االردنية للفنون
0.000
2017
0
0.000
باغ نظر
17359635 0.231
2017
258
0.014
تئاتر
17350239 N/A
2017
0
N/A
جامعه شناسي هنر و ادبيات
25385046 0.179
2017
20
0.000
جلوه هنر
16079868 0.219
2017
16
0.000
زن در فرهنگ و هنر
25383108 0.203
2017
87
0.000
كيمياي هنر
22518630 0.050
2017
20
0.000
مجلة نابو للبحوث و الدراسات
24114650 N/A
2017
0
N/A
مرمت و معماري ايران
23453850 0.143
2017
15
0.000
مطالعات تطبيقي هنر
23453842 0.105
2017
23
0.000
مطالعات معماري ايران
22520635 0.162
2017
32
0.056
مطالعات هنر اسالمي
1735708X 0.000
2017
51
0.000
منظر
20087446 0.022
2017
51
0.000
نامه معماري و شهرسازي
20082649 0.361
2017
61
0.000
نامه هنرهاي نمايشي و موسيقي
20082649 0.000
2017
2
0.000
نگارينه هنر اسالمي
23829885 0.000
2017
1
0.000
نگره
17354560 0.088
2017
47
0.000
 هنرهاي تجسمي- هنرهاي زيبا
22286039 0.074
2017
55
0.000
هنرهاي زيبا هنرهاي نمايشي و موسيقي
22286012 0.067
2017
13
0.000
پژوهش هنر
23453834 0.139
2017
10
0.000
پژوهشنامه تاريخ تمدن اسالمي
22287906 0.000
2017
7
0.000
گلجام
20082738 0.087
2017
34
0.000

Article
0
38
61
0
0
0
25
11
8
10
72
0
14
20
28
24
15
21
19
18
19
24
18
16
12
40
48
16
19
15
16

Quality in Mid Level Subject
N/A
)N/A( هنر,)N/A( علوم انساني
)N/A( هنر,)N/A( علوم اجتماعي
N/A
N/A
N/A
)N/A( هنر
N/A
)N/A( هنر
)N/A( هنر
)Q1( هنر,)Q1( مهندسي
N/A
)Q2( هنر,)Q1( علوم انساني,)Q2( علوم اجتماعي
)Q1( هنر
)Q1( هنر,)Q2( علوم اجتماعي
)Q4( هنر,)Q3( علوم انساني
N/A
)Q2( هنر,)Q2( مهندسي
)Q3( هنر
)Q2( هنر,)Q2( مهندسي,)Q2( علوم اجتماعي
)N/A( هنر,)N/A( مهندسي
)Q4( هنر,)Q4( مهندسي
)Q1( هنر,)Q1( مهندسي,)Q1( علوم اجتماعي
)N/A( هنر
)N/A( هنر
)Q3( هنر
)Q3( هنر
)Q4( هنر
)Q2( هنر
)N/A( هنر,)N/A( علوم انساني,)N/A( علوم اجتماعي
)Q3( هنر

Fig. 12. Excel File

Language Setup: journals may be filtered by language from the menu on the top right corner
of the JCR homepage. This will change both the website language and the list of journals in
the table. Fig. 13 and fig. 14 illustrate the Farsi and Arabic versions of the website.
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Fig. 13. Homepage in Farsi

Fig. 14. Homepage in Arabic

Contact US
Fig. 15 provides contact details such as Postal Address, Email, Phone No., and Fax No. of each
department in addition to ISC location on Google map.
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Fig. 15. Contact US

Excluded Journals
This page lists the journals excluded from ISC databases. You may search in the list by title or
ISSN and download the result.

Fig. 16. Excluded Journals

Completed Journals
This is a list of journals with completed archives in ISC databases. Impact factor is not reported
for a journal unless it has full archives of the JCR year plus two preceding years. For instance,
full archives of the 2015, 2016, and 2017 issues are necessary to include a journal in JCR 2017.
To see a journal’s archives, please visit https://ecc.isc.gov.ir.
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Fig. 17. Completed Journals
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